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BEFORE THE PUBLlC UTILITIES CO~crSSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFO&~IA 

In the Matter of the Investigation ) 
for the purpose of considering and ) 
determining minim~~ rates for ) 
transportation of any and all ) 
co~~odities statewide including, ) 
but not limited to, those rates ) 
which are provided in Minimum Rate ) 
Tariff 2 and the revisions or ) 
reissues thereof. ) 

-----------------------------) ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

And Related Matters. ) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

-------------------------------) 

Case No. 5432 
Petitions for Modification 

Nos. 334, 95l, 966 
Order Setting Hearing 957 

case No. 5439 
Petitions for Modification 

Nos. 270" 307, 312 
Order Setting Hearing 310 

case No·. 544.1 
Petitions for Modification 

Nos. 35&, 33S, 394 
Order Setting Hearing 392 

Case No. 5603 
Order setting Hearing 208 

Case No. 7783-
Order 5ett£ng Hearing 156 

(See Appendix A for appearances.) 

OPINION AND ORDER 

This proceeding is one in a series of related proceedings 
collectively referred to as the COmmission's rerequlation p~ogram. 
This program consists of several separate investigations, most 
initiated after the Qismissal of Case 9963 to consider appropriate 
revisions to various aspects of trucking regulation inc~uding: 
entry into the business (Case 10273), the practice of subhauling 
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~ (also Case 10278), collective ratemaking ~~d ~~titrust considerations 
(Case 10368), and COmmission-established minimum rates. 

~ 

~ 

(case 5432, Pet .. 884, et al .. ; C<!l.se 5433, aSK 67, et al.; 
Case 5437, OSH 292, et al.; Case 5436, aSH 244, et al~, 
Case 5330, OSH 100. Case 5440, aSH 103; Case 5604, aSH 59; 
and Case 880S, OSH 42.) 

This proceeding, case 5432, Pet. 884, et 41., involves 14 cor.soliea'teC. 
ma~..e:s all conce:ned with zr..r.lmJIn ra-ee J:eg"Jla.tion of intrastate gene:tal freight t:a.~
portation. The CEntral issue is whe-'"...her the Cormnission should eliminate, 
in whole or in part, the present system of minimum rate tariffs 
governing general freight!/ and establish in lieu thereof a more 
competitive system by which individual carriers may set their own 
rates and initiate, on ~~eir own, changes in rate levels. The 
matters consolidated herein aros(: from petitions filed by the 
California Manufacturers Association (CMA), the California Trucking 
Association (CTA) , the Drug and Toilet ?reparations Traffic Conference 
and the National Small Shipments Traffic Conference (Conferences). 
Orders Setting Hearing issued on the Commission's own motion to consider 
minimum rate regulation of general freight transportation were 
consolidated with these related petitions for hearing. 

Fifty-eight days of hearings were held before Adminis
trative Law Judge Albert C. Porter from January 1, 1977 through 
May 3, 1978. Two hundred fourteen parties filed appearances, 

17 The ~n~mum rate tariffs at issue are: MRT l-B containing rates 
for the transportation of general commodities within the metropoli
tan Oakland areai MRT 19 covering transportation of general 
commodities within San Francisco; MRT 2 applicable to general 
freight transportation state~~dei MRT 9-B covering the metropolitan 
Sa.~ -Diego area; MRT ll-A applicable to trans?Ortation of unerated 
new furniture; and MRT lS which contains hourly, weekly, 
monthly, and yearly vehicle unit rates. 
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~ 93 witnesses testified;/and 103 ex.~ibits were received in evidence~ 
Following post hearing motions by the parties, the matter was 
submitted on briefs filed March 30, 1979. 

~ 

• 

Shortly after the submission of this proceeding, we 
issueQ Decision No. 90354, in Case 5436, eSH 244, et al., our first 
decision in the series of reregulation cases involving review of 
Commission-set minimum rates. Although Case 5436, eSH 244, et al., 
was initiated for the limited purpose of considering minimum rate 
regulation of tank truck transportation, both the evidence presented 
in the public hearings and our subsequent analysis in Decision 
No. 90354 considered minimum rate regulation in a generic fashion. 
Very little evidence introduced in the hearings or discussed in 
Decision No. 90354 was limited in application to tank truck 
transportation. After careful review of the historical development 
of minimum rate regulation, our past experience with the administra
tion of the current minimum rate program and the evidence presented 
in public hearings on eSH 244, we concluded that minimum rate 
regulation is no longer in the public interest and should be 

abolished. 
Although this proceeding was initiated for the purpose 

of conSidering minimum rate regulation of general freight transporta
tion, the evidence introduced was in essential respects indistinguish
able from that received in Case 5436, eSH 244,and discussed in 
Decision No. 90354. In both proceedings minimum rate regulation 
was considered generically. The issues raised were identical 
although there were differences in emphasis. After reviewing the 
extensive record herein, and our recent decision in Case 5436, OSH 244, 
we have concluded that no special circumstances with respect to 
general freight transportation which would warrant any different 
result than that reached in Decision No. 90354 were presented in the 

2/ 
- A list of·witnesses who appeared, for whom they appeared, 

and a brief summary of their testimony or position is included 
as Appendix B • 
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fifty-eight days of hearing held in ~~s proceeding. The facts 
crucial to our decision to cancel the tank truck tariffs, 
MRTs 6-B and 13, are equally true with respect to minimum rate regu
lation of general freight transportation. If there is any 
significant difference at all in ~~e two records developed in 
these proceedings, it is that the case for cancelling the general 
freight tariffs is even more compelling than that for MRTs 6-B and 
13. The potential for increased industry efficiency, reduced 
transportation rates, and ultimately lower product prices to 
consumers, appears far greater in this segment of the industry than 
in tank truck transportation. 

Although it would serve no useful purpose to repeat the 
extensive d.iscussion contained in Oecision NO. 90354, our conclusions 
with respect to the need for regulatory reform are worthy of 
reiteration. 

" ••• General economic cond.itions and the motor transporta
tion industry have changed considerably over the past 
40 years. The complex nature of the industry and rapid 
inflation have co~ined to preclude development of the 
detailed cost and rate studies anticipated when the 
minimum rate progr~~ was adopted in 1938. 

"A more critical flaw in our im?lementation of the 
minim~~ rate program has been our inability to establish 
adequate efficiency standards for selecting study 
carriers. Our original objective in establishing 
minimum rates was only to end destructive rate cutting, 
thereby leaving carriers the responsibility and freedo~ 
to determine their precise rates on the basis of their 
own individual operations. It was anticipated that this 
goal could be achieved by predicating minimum rates 
upon the costs of carriers most efficiently tr~~sporting 
the particular commodities in question. All other 
carriers would then be compelled to price the majority 
of their services somewhat higher than the established 
minimum, dS their own operations and the service require
ments of ~~eir shippers warranted. In theory, healthy 
price and service competition would occur above minimum 
levels 6 The theory underlying the program may have been 
sound, but our inability to develop an adequate means 
to identify the efficient carriers critical to tbe 
implementation of the program has distorted its entire 
effect.. Rates intended as minim'l:lm have become, in 
actuality, going rates. Although the system was intended 
to interpose regulation only to end destructive rate 
competition, it has in practice eliminated nearly all such 
competition. . 
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"Individual variations in costs, operating 
conditions, traffic flow and productivity are lost 
in the averaging process by which minimum rates are 
developed. If the minimum rates were at true 
minimum levels, the opportunity would exist for 
carriers to reflect their actual operating conditions 
in their individual rates. The generally high level 
of the ~nimum rates has, however, restricted the 
opport~~ity for such carrier-sensitive ratemaking • 
••• As a result, important rateroaking factors, 
requiring the exercise of managerial discretion, rarely 
receive consideration. The system, intended to be 
dynamic and responsive, has become rigid and outmoded .. 

"Due to a combination of these factors, tile 
roinimum rate levels have become excessive. The mere 
fact that they are going rates, in most instances, 
confirms the fact that they are excessive. We have 
recoqnized them as ~Qing r~tes in practice, and have 
regularly increased them to reflect increased costs 
without any analysis of whether such costs could ~ 
recovered by way of independent carrier rate ~djust
ments above the minimum. lhis practice has compounded 
the problem. Excessive rates not only mean higher 
costs to shippers, but also added costs to consumers 
who ultimately ?U%chase the ?rod~cts transported • 

"The generally high level of t."'le minimum rates 
has been a problem of continuing concern to the 
Commission. We have long been aware that fairly 
substantial volumes of freight move at less than 
minimum rail alternative rates ~~der Section 3663, 
and by owner-operator subhaulers who generally receive 
substantially less than minimum rates from prime 
carriers and transportation brokers. At the same time, 
innovative carriers with lower costs and higher 
productivity have been deterred from offering lower 
rates by the ~xpensive and time--consuming procedures 
required to obtain the authority necessary to deviate 
from minimum rates.. • •• Ironically, the hiSh level 
of minimum rates has increased the opportunities 
for rate discri~tnation and carrier explOitation 
while discouraging the establishment of legitimate 
cost-justified rate differentials. 
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"Since carriers cannot legally charge rates below 
the minimum, a.."ld since the minimu."tt rates have become 
the going rates in most inst~"lces, price competition 
in the industry has be~"l severely restricted. Since 
minimum rate ~"lforcement prevents carriers from 
attracting new business by offering reduced rates, 
carriers have competed by offering better ser\~ce. 
If the higher costs of offering such service were 
passed on only to those shippers desiring the added 
service, no problem would exist. the evidence 
indicates, however, that rates charged for motor 
tr~"lsportation service in Califo=nia are not service
sensitive. • •• Thus, the burdens of this form of 
competition are borne by all sr~ppers in the form 
of generally higher rates. 

nHigh rates and relatively easy entry standards 
into the trucking business in California have probably 
contributed to the excess trucking capacity in the 
state. Relatively high rates, in relation to carrier 
costs, attract new entr~"lts wi~~ the illusion of 
assured profits. Each new entrar.t contributes fur~her 
to the existing excess capacity ~d further dilutes 
the available traffic, reducing load factors, increasing 
costs, intensifying expensive service competition, 
and lowering profit margins for the industry as a 
whole. 

"It is our conclusion, based u?On the extensive 
evidentia.-y record in this proceeding, that minim~~ 
rate regulation is nO longer in the public interest 
and should be abolished. It is our belief that 
carriers, as businessmen, could better serve the 
overall public interest if they coulc negotiate with 
shippers and s\l'omi t their rates for our approval. In 
this m~"lner, cost-justified rate differentials ~~d 
rate innovations, such as peakload pricin; ~~d 
directional rates, would ~ encouraged instead of 
discouraged. Efficiency and productivity would also 
be encoura~ed through the opport~"lity to compete on 
a price basis as well as on the basis of service. 
(Decision No. 90354, mimeo pp. 46-49.)" 

In Decision No. 90354, we adopted a new progr~~ of 
competitive individual carrier-filed rates to be implemented through 
a transition period beginning coincident with the cancellation of 
MRts 5-B and 13 January 31, 1980. The program adopted for tank 
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truck reregulation is equally adapted to general freight trans
portation ano., upon analysis, appears the best alternative to 
Commission-set minimum rates on general freight. 

In order to provio.e for an oro.erly transition ano. to 
prevent the disruption of existing transportation patterns, the new 
program will be implemented gradually through a transition period 
similar in all respects to that established for tank truck rerequla
tion in Decision No. 90354. Implementation of the new pr09X~ 
will begin with t..i.e cancellation of Minimum. Rate Tariffs l-B, 2, 

9-B, ~l-A, 15 and 19, and the publication of corresponding transition 
tariffs on January 31, 1980. MRTs l-B, 2, 9-B, ll-A, lS and 19 
will not :be further adjusted by the Commission prior to their 
cancellation and the establishment of the transition tariffs except 
in the event exceptional need arises. The transition tariffs will 
be available for common carriers, that so o.esire,. to' ·adopt in whole 
or in part, as their own tariff, uno.er the proeeo.ure established 
in Decision No. 8957S implementing Senate Sill 860. An outline 
of the program adopted follows. For a fuller discussion see 
Decision No. 90354, mimeo pages SO-S4. 

1. MRTs l-S,2, 9-B, ll-A, lS and 19 will be 
cancelled January 31, 1980. 

2. Commodities exempt from MRTs l-S, 2, 9-B, 
ll-A, 15. and 19 will continue to be rate exempt and 
exempt from the provisions of this program. 

3. Transition Tariffs will be published in lieu 
of MRTs l-B, 2, 9-B, ll-A, 15 and 19 and will be 
effective with the cancellation of the minimum rate 
tariffs. 

4. The Transition Tariffs '~ll consist of the lowest 
rates contained in MRTs l-B, 2, 9-B, ll-A, 15 and 19 
and any Section 3666 or 452 deviations in effeet on 
January 31, 19S0. 

5. The Transition Tariffs will not be adjusted by 
the Commission during their life and will ~e cancelled 
at the end of the transition period. 

6. The duration of the transition period will ~e 
determined by experience under the new program ~ut is 
not expected to exceed a year or two. 
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7. Transi tion Tariffs will not function as :mini."'C\um. 
rate tariffs. They will serve as a guiee for the initial 
establishment of tariffs by new Section 1063.5 common 
carriers, and as a threshold for purposes of contract 
carrier rate justification requirements. 

8. Opon cancellation of MRTs l-B, 2, 9-B, ll-A, 
lS and 19, contract carriers may operate only pursuant 
to contracts on file with the Co~~ssion. Cont:acts 
may be filed on or before January 31, 1980, and there
after as negotiatee. All contracts will be available 
for public inspection. (See Appendix G of Decision 
No. S9575, dated Oetober 31, 1978, for the Commission 
policy on the proper scope of highway contract carrier 
operations. ) 

9. Any rate filed by a contract carrier below the 
transition tariff during the transition period must 
be accompanied by a statement of justification. Such 
justification may consist either of 

(a) reference to a motor carrier 
competitor's rate, or 

(t) operational ~~d cost data 
showing that the proposed rate 
will contribute to carrier 
profitability. 

10. Contract rates at or above the transition tariffs, 
or filed to meet the charges of a competing carrier, will 
be effective on the date filed or such later date as may 
be provided by the terms of the contract. Such rates 
may be subject to review upon the filing of a complaint. 

11. Rates filed during the transition perioQ,which are 
below both the transition tariff and the charges of 
competing carriers, will become effective 30 days after 
the date filed, absent protest. 

12. After the transition period, rates may be filed 
at ~~y level without initial justification and will be 
effective on the date of filing or such later date as may 
be provided. After the transition period, rate levels 
will be subject to review only upon the filing of a 
complaint. 

13. A.~y interested person will be entitled to file a 
complaint against the filed rate for any transportation 
service in accordance with Public Utilities Code Sections 
1702 and 3662. The cost data upon which carrier profitability 
will be assessed upon complaint will include a prevailing 
wage standard for labor costs. The definition, criteria 
and procedure for determining prevailing wages will be 
determined in Order Instituting Investigation No. 53. 
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14. The rates of highway common carriers and 
petroleum irregular route carriers will be governed 
by Sections 452, 454 and 455. Common carrier rate 
filings below the transition tariff during the 
transition period must be accompanied by a statement 
of justification. Such justification may consist 
either of (a) reference to a motor carrier competitor's 
rate, or (b) operational and cost data showing that 
~e proposed rate will contribute to carrier profita
bility. 

A considerable n~~r of witnesses appearing in.this proceeding 
expressed concern for service to small communities in the event we 
adopted a competitive system of rate regulation such as outlined above. 
Most of these witnesses were carriers who sought to defend the present 
regulatory system by forecasting deteriorating· service to small comm~~i
ties and rural areas under rate competition. Underlying this testimony 
is the assumption that service to s::lall communities is now being provi
ded at a financial loss and will be discontinued when excessive rates 
in other areas of the state fall as a result of price.competition. We 
find no evidence to substantiate this assumption. The only hard evidence 
of record indicates that small communities and rural areas can be and 
are being served profitably at present rate levels. There is no evidence 
to indicate that such service will not continue. We do recognize service 
to small communities as a potential problem, however, and by this order 
are establishing a progr~ for monitoring the effects of reregulation 

. which will be deSigned to identify any problems with serviee which may 
develop. Should any such problems develop, we will take appropriate 
remedial action. 
Findings of Fact 

1. In Case 5436, OSH 244, et al., the Commission considered 
minimum rate regulation in a generic fashion and, on May 22, 1979, the 
Commission issued Decision No. 90354 which adopted a reregulation plan 
for transportation by tank truck. 

2. The evidence introduced in this proceeding was in essential 
respects indistinguishable from that received in Case 5436, OSH 24~, 
and diseussed in Decision No. 90354. 

3. We find no special circumstances exist with r~spect to 
general freight transportation which would warrant any different result 
than that reached in Decision Ne. 90354. 

4. Decision No. 90354 was served on all highway carriers under 
the jurisdiction of the Con:rm.ission. 
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5. ~he general economic conditions that existed in the 
1930·s, and which spawned the present minimum rate program, do 
not exist today. 

6. MRts 1-B, 2, 9-B, ll-A, 15 and 19 do not meet the needs 
of carriers and shippers for the transportation of general freight 
by. motor vehicles. 

7. With few exceptions, the minimum rates in MRTs l-B, 2, 
9-B, ll-A, lS and 19, for the transportation of general freight by 
motor vehicles, are the going rates for the industry. 

8. The cost studies, which support the development of rates 
in MRTs 1-B, 2, 9-B, ll-A, 15 and 19 for the transportation of 
general freight, have not been and cannot be updated with the 
necessary frequency. 

9. The Commission has been unable to establish adequate 
efficiency standardS for selecting study carriers. 

10. The cost studies, which support the development of rates 
in MRTs l-B, 2, 9-B, ll-A, 15 ~~d 19 for the transportation of 
general freight, reflect no more than the average costs of average 
carriers. 

11. The minimum rates have become, in general, too high, 
although some are too low. 

12. The minimum rates are not reflective of actual carrier 
operating conditions and have discouraged cost-justified rate 
differentials. 

13. Excessive minimum rates have increased tr~~sportation 
charges to shippers and increased COStS to consumers who ultimately 
purchase the products transported. 

14. Economic analysis suggests that high minimum rates have 
produced excess service competition and contributed to the excess 
trucking capacity in the industry. 

15. The current methOdology of and approach to ratemaking 
necessarily cannot give consideration to the operating conditions 
and efficiencies of individual carriers as they exereise their 
managerial, marketing, and general business aeumen • 
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16. Different shippers and carriers operate under widely 
varying conditions and have individual, unique requirements which 
cannot be fully considered when minimum rates are established based 
on industry averages. 

17. Shippers and carriers have benefited from the flexioility 
an~ responsiveness with respect to ratesetting now experienced with 
respect to transportation exempt from minimum rates. A similar 
result could be expected if rate flexibility is introduced int~ 
present general freight transportatio~ currently subject to minimttm 
rates. 

18. The needs of commerce and the public interest require 
that carriers be allowed to meet the charges of competing motor 
carriers. 

19. In order to equalize competitive opportunity, common 
carrier rate reductions filed to meet the charges of ~ompeting 
motor carriers may be filed and effective on the same day service 
is to be initiated. 

20. The cost criteria for justification of rates under the 
reregulation pl~n aaopted herein should be as follows: 

a. Labor costs will be calculated on the hasis 
of a prevailing wage formula applied to 
comparable transportation service 
originating in the relevant geographic zone. 

b. All other cost elements will be based upon 
the individual carrier's actual costs. 

21. In conjunction with the reregulation ?lan adopted herein, 
no additional financial reporting requirements of highway carriers 
are required. 

22. It is not necessary to d~lay the adoption of this reregula
tion plan pending the implementation of senate Bill 860 or any 
decisions of the Co~ssion on collateral matters detailed in 
Decision No. 90354. 

2l. Under the reregulation plan adopted in this decision, 
general freight transported in motor vehicles presently.exempt from 
rate regulation by provisions of MRTs l-B, 2, 9-B, ll-A, lS, and 
19 should remain exempt. 

24. The regulatory system adopted herein will produce increased 
operational efficiency of highway carriers, thereby reducing empty 
miles, excessive use of the highways and unnecessary fuel consumption. 
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25. The regulatory system adopted herein will have a 
beneficial effect on the environment. 

26. Small communities and rural areas can and are being 
served profitably at present rate levels. 

27. There is no evidence to indicate that adequate service 
to. small commu.~ties and rural areas will not continue under the 
program adopted. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. The Co~~ssion is not required to esta~lish mini~um rates 
~~der Division 2 of the Code and may cancel at any time those it 
has already established. 

2. A regulatory system of competitive individual carrier-filed 
rates should be established in lieu of the present minimum rate system. 

3. The rates contained in contracts filed by contract 
carriers will be approved by the Commission ~~der Sec~ion 3662. 

4. The rates contained in contracts filed by contract carriers 
and approved by the Commission under Section 3662 are, in effect, 
minimum and maximwn. rates • 

5. Since we are adopting a system of individual carrier-filed 
rates and cancelling minimum rates, neither Section 726 nor 
Section 3663 will apply. 

6. TO avoid disruption of existing transportation patterns, 
rail rates should be grandfathered in the ma~~er discussed in 
Decision No. 90354. 

7. Common carrier rate changes will be governed by Sections 452, 

454, and 455. 

s. The Co~~ssion may exempt selected commodity transportation 
from rate regulation under Division 2 of the Code. 

9. The reregulation program adopted is consistent with state 
and federal antitrust law. 

10. The reregulation program adopted will not create any unfair 
competitive advantages for any particular class of carrier. 

11. The reregulation program aQopted will not result in any 
unfair competitive advantages for carriers or shippers ~ho have 
carrier/carrier or carrier/shipper affiliations . 
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12. The transportation ~iversities an~ wide range of shipper 
requirements in tOday's economic market are not properly served by 
present Commission regulatory procedures and administration. 

13. There is a need to establish improved regulatory procedures 
to administer the transportation covered in this proceeding, so 
that the overall public interest will be better served. 

14. The five Commission objectives for reregulation as stated 
in Decision No~ 90354 will be met by the reregulation plan adopted 
herein. 

15. The reregulation program adopted satisfies the requirements 
of Section 3502. 

16. Although the policy provisions of the California Enviro~~ental 
Quality Act CCEQA), california Public Resources Code, Sections 
21000 an~ 21001, apply to this proceeding, the Environmental Impact 
Report (EIR) provisions, california PUblic Resources Coee, Sections 
21100, et seq., do not. 

17. The reregulation plan outlined in the body of this opinion, 
and described more fully in Decision 90354, sh.ould be adopted by 
the Commission. 

18. With the Signing of this decision, Petitions for Modifica
tion Nos. 966, 312, and 394 in Cases Nos. 5432, 5439 an~ 5441, 
respectively, are moot and s~ould he dismissed. 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. The motion of the California Trucking Association to reopen 

these proceedings for further hearings to consider the impact of 
reregulation proposals on energy is denied. 

~, 

2. The motion of the california Trucking Association, et al., 
for a proposed report is denied. 

3. The motion of the california Trucking Association, filed 
May 18, 1979, to dismiss these proceedings, is denied. 

4. The reregulation plan out1ine~ in the body of this opinion, 
and described more fully in Decision No. 903S4, is adopted and shall 
be effective January 31, 19&0. 

S. Minim~~ Rate Tariffs l-B, 2, 9-B, ll-A, lS and 19 are 
~ cancelled, effective January 31, 1980. 
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6. The Commission's Transportation Division shall do the 
following: 

a. Prepare a program for presentation to the 
Commission within one hundred twenty days 
after the effective date of this order 
which will monitor retrospectively and 
prospectively the effects of this reregul~
tion on the general freight motor carrier 
transportation industry. In formulating 
this program, the staff is directed to 
solicit suggestions from ~~y parties to 
these proceedings who may be interested. 

b. Prepare for Commission resolution, the 
necessary rules and new and revised general 
orders to implement the adopted reregulation 
program. 

c. Prepare the transition tariffs for distribution 
by December 1, 1979 •. 

7. All deviations authorized' ~~der Section 3665 applicable 
to transportation covered by these proceedings shall expire on 
January 30, 1980. 

8. Petitions for ~odification Nos. SS4 ~~d 951 in Case 
No. 5432 and Petitions for Modification Nos. 270 and 307 in 
Case No. 5439, and Petitions for Modification Nos. 356 and 3SS 
in Case No. 5441, and Orders Setting Nos. 957, 310, 392, 208 and 
156 in Case Nos. 5432, 5439, 5441 5603 and 7783, respectively, are 
concluded; and Petitions for Modification ~os. 966, 312 and 394 
in Case ~os. 5432, 5439 and 544l, respectively, are dismissed. 

9. In addition to a copy of this deciSion, tOe Executive 
Director shall serve a copy of Decision ~o. 90354 on all parties 
of record • 
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10. The Executive Dirceto~ shall serve a copy of this decision 

on all hi9hway carriers. 
The effective date of this Order shall be thirty days 

after the date hereof. 
Dated AU G 1'4 1579 

Co::r=1==1oner Rieho.re D. Grovolle~ 'be1l:lg 
nococ:;.:u-1ly ob:O!lt. ~i<! not part1e1pato" 
1~ ~o ~:p¢:itio~ or th1~ proceed1ng. 

, at San Franeiseo~ california~ 

'~i ~~--------~~-
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APPENDIX A 
Page 1 of 5 

LIST OF APPEARANCES 

Petitioners: Richard W. Smith, Attorney at Law, and H. 'W. Hughes. for 
the California Trucking ASsociation; Jess J. Butcher, for California 
Manufacturers Association; and Daniel J. Sweenev, Attorney at Law, 
for Drug and Toilet Preparation Traffic conI., Cift Wrapping and 
Tyings Association, and National Small Shipments Traffic Conference. 

Protestants: Jim E. Corri~an, for Major Truck Lines, Inc.; Patrick F. 
Murphree, for Johnson &(johnson; Russell, Schureman~ Fritze & 
Rancock, by R. Y. Schureman, Attorney at Law, for Allyn 
Transportation Company, MaX Binswanger Truckin~, Brake Delivery 
Service-Meier Transfer Service, City Freight Lines, Fikse Bros., 
Inc., Flour Transport, Inc., Griley Freightlines, Kern Valley 
Trucking, Los Angeles City Express, Inc., Quikway Trucking Co., 
Rozay's transfer. Basil B. Gordon, dba Valley Spreader Company, 
Victorville-Barstow Truck Line, and West Coast Warehouse 
Corporation; Betta R. Krazel, for Van Diest Trucking Inc.; Geor~e 
Alexander. for Lo i Truck Service; and Richard Proctor, for Dic~ 
Proctor Motor Transportation. 

Respondents: John H. Brtigs, for Contractors Cargo Co.; Anthonv J. 
Konicki,. Attorney at ,-,., for Pacific Motor Trucking Co.;. Emil p. 

. Fleschner, for Southern California Truck Leasing Inc.; Louis Gale, 
for Truck Transport; Eric Anderson and lee Pfister, for wJ.llig 
Freight Lines; Harold F. Culv, for Bayview Trucking, Incorporatea; 
Ron Davis, for ASsociated Freight Lines; Frank Dunn and C. M. 
Alexander, for GoO I. Trucking Company; Thomas 1(. Ih"Ver and Tom F. 
Herman, for Delta California Industries; Ronald F. ~orbes, for 
Marso's Messen$er Service; c. E. Goacner and c. J. Lawlor, for 
Di salvo Trucklng Company; s~ M. Haslett, III, for Haslett Company; 
Bruce H. Ho~e, John McSweeney, and A. D. Smith, for Delta Lines; 
Desmond C. Hughes, E. D. Krieger, and James E. Adams, III, for 
De Anza Delivery System, Inc.; Harold T. Laws, for S & H Truck Lines, 
Inc.; Jos~h MacDonald and Wayne Varozza, for California Motor 
Express;y J. Mitchell and Allan N. Robison, for System 99; John 
Odoxta, for~hippers Imperial, Inc.; Charles E. Phillips, for---
Precision Transport Com~ny, Inc.; Harriet H. Adams, for A&B 
Garment Delivery: Michael R. Eggleton, for OsterkliItip Trucking Inc.; 
Cleo Evans, for Evans tanK Line Inc.: Frank Havashida, for Trans 
~teel, Inc.; ceorfe Ra~ond, for Basic Material Transport; David C. 
Yilliams, for wi! iams ransportation, Inc.; Theodore Wright~ Jr., 
for The Santa Fe Trail Transportation Co.; Armand Karp, for rescent 
Truck Lines and Rogers Motor Exp=ess; William F. oalzochio, for 
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California Freightways; Handler. Baker & Greene. by Marvin W. Handler, 
Daniel W. Baker, Raymond A. Greene, Jr., Randall M. Faccint~, ana 
Walter H. Walker. III, Attorneys at Law, for A & B Garment Delivery, 
A & B Transportation Service. Associated Freight Lines, Doudell 
Trucking Company, Hawkey Transportation, Lodi Truck Service, 
Logistics Express. Inc., Market Express. Inc., Harry McKenzie 
Trucking, System 99, Preston Trucking Co.~ Trux Transport, Lemore 
Transportation, Associated Transportation, Ditto Freight Lines, 
Morris Draying Company, Pozas Bros. Trucking Co., Bill Rackley 
Trucking, Warren Transportation, Frank's Trucking, Pacific Coast 
Tariff Bureau, Pellco Trucking. Mammoth of California, and American 
Transfer Co.; Roger L. Ramser' Attorney at Law, for United Parcel 
Service; Carl bOnaid Aloin, or Rainbow Trucking Co.; Robert J. 
Hildreth, for Acme Transportation Inc.; and Larry P. Boland, tor 
Statewide Transport Service. 

Interested Parties: Thomas J. Brockmiller and J. Steven Nix, for Sears 
Roebuck & Company and Western traffic Conference; Harry J. Scherer. 
for J. D. Draya~e Company; R. D. Robertson~ for City Traffic 
Service; w. J. Seeley. for GoIden Gate Magazine Company; William R. 
Dalv. for himself ana San Diego Chapter·!raffic Managers Conference; 
~ Tunis, for lCR Truck & Equipment Co.; Graham & James, by 
David J. 'Marchant and Ja.11es T. Proctor, Attorneys at Law, for a 
group of 30 dump truck carriers; Albert E. Townsend~ for Fedco Inc. 
and W.T.C.; Joe Munoz. for Sure Delivery Serv~ce; Austin G. McDonald, 
for Lever Brothers; ~obert J. Kaye, for Lever Brothers Co.; 
Charles H. caterino, tor me FIint Kote Co.; B. P. DeConnick, for 
CooR trucRing Service Inc.; A. A. Davit ian, for himself; Walter D. 
Ostrander, for Vornado Inc. and Western Traffic Conference: Henrv 
BartoIo, for Jet Delivery, Inc.; James Tomte. for Simpson Paper to.; 
Fred n. Preston, for Actran; Earl L. Cranston, for Inmont Co=p.; 
William Davidson, for himself; N. t. Molaus, for J. C. Penney Co. 
ana Western Traffic Conference; Jerry Aden, for J. C. Penney' Co.; 
Robert R. Brunke, for Aleo Transportation and Alco Fast Freight; 
R. J. Nicolaus, for Western Motor Tariff Bureau, Inc.; William G. 
Lankford and F. R. Covington, for Kaiser Cement & Gypsum Company; 
J. T. Schreiber. for Canners League of California; R. C. Fels, for 
caIifornia FUrniture Manufacturers Association; Thomas Hays, for 
California Moving and Storage Association; Don B. Shields~ for 
Highway Carriers Association; Asa Button, for Amstar Corporation, 
Spreckels Sugar DiVision; James Orear and Karl L. Mallard. for C & H 
Sugar Com~y; William D. Ma~er, for Del Monte Corporat,ion; Dave 
Mendonca, for J. Hungerfordmith Company; Tad Muraoka, for ~ 
Corporation; Dale Johnson, for Tillie Lewis Foods; Harvey £. Hamilton, 
for Certain-Teed Products Corporation; Gordon G. GaIe. for tEe 
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Clorox Company: Robert A. Kormel and Robert l. Comyns. for Pacific 
Gas and Electric Company: Leon R. Peikin, for RCA Corporation; R. A. 
Dand, for Norris Industries; navia A. Rodristez and James R. Steele. 
for Leslie Salt Co.; Richard 1. Siudzinski, or Kraft Foods; 
Kenneth C. Delanev, f"9r LOs Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce; 
Joseph Garcia, Attorney at Law, for California Department of Consumer 
Affa~rs; Gerald J. Lavelle, for De Soto, Inc.; T. W. Anderson, for 
General Portland Inc.; D. G. AUstin, for MonolitK Portland Cement 
Co.; William T. Barklie, for california Portland Cement Co.; 
RalSh H. Bell, lor Reynolds Metals Company; Sidney H. Bierl, and 
E.ames Houseberg, for California Fertilizer Assoc~at~on;oel T. 
Blalock, for louisiana Pacific Corporation; Richard N. Bona, ~or 
Hobir Oil Company; Richard l. Bredeman and B. R. Garc~a. for B. R. 
Garcia Traffic Serv~ce; Brundage. Beeson and Pappy, 'by Albert 
Brundage. Robert E. Jesinger, and Roger Carnagey, for Teamsters
public~fairs Council and Affiliated Local Unions; E. O. Blackman, 
for california Dump Truck Owners Association; E. H. Burgess. for 
G. A. Olson & Associates; Terence C. CadX and Carl F. Grover, for 
United States Gypsum Co.; Ronald N. Cobe~t, for American Institute 
for Shippers' Association, Inc., Streamline Shippers Association, 
Inc.; William P. Coo~an and John C. Lincoln, for LAWI/CSA 
Consolidators Inc.; ~U~h Cook, for Wine Institute; Peter J. Covle 
w. A. Watkins, for Bet lenem Steel Corporation; James c. Denn~s, for 
Brockway Glass Co.; Albert W. Eidson, for Manufacturers Shipping 
Association, Inc.; E. H. Griffiths, for Panella Drayage; Warren N. 
Grossman, Attorney at Law, for carpet Manufacturers Cooperative 
Inc., Diversified Shippers Cooperative Inc., Pacific Coast Wholesalers' 
AsSOCiation, Sentinel Shippers Incorporated. and Universal Freight 
Cooperative Association, Ine.; Janet C. Hall, for Department of 
Justice (U.S.); Maurice J. Heverick, for PUrex Corporation; Ralph o. 
Hubbard, for California Farm ~ureau Federation; Meyer Kapler, for 
American Forest Products Corporation; Fred Landenber~ for 
California Forest Protective Association; thomas B. thrie, for 
Various Carriers - Smerber Transportation. C.w. Transportation, 
Parker & Son Trucking, and J.D. Trucking; Vaughan, Paul & Lyons, 'by 
John G. Lyons and Robert A. Harkness, Attorneys at law, for 
caIifornia Fertilizer Association and California Forest Protective 
Association; Keith E. Miller, for Miller Traffic Service, Inc.; 
Yilliam Mltze, for Riverside Cement Company: Donald E. Nolan, for 
DOn E:=Nolan trucking; P. W. Pollock and Milton A. walker, for 
Fibreboard Corporation; John QU4§, for J. I .M. Corp.; J0h:8IDi L. Ronev 
and Raoul Dedes1J.X, for Dart Trans. Service; George B. Son, for 
Southwestern Portland Cement Co.; Allan W. Stan5ridge, for Brockway 
Glass Co., Inc.; Ralph J. Staunton, for County of Los Angeles, 
Purchasing & Stores; OsbOrne R. Thomasson, for himself; A. A. Wright, 
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for Standard Oil Company of California; John J. Wvnne~ for Owens 
Illinois; Howard N. Bull, for Holly Sugar Corp.; Leland E. Butler, 
Attorney at taw, for The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway to.; 
Eddie E. Daniels, for Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corp..; James 
!award Dellamagfiore, for himself; G. B. Fink, for Dow Chemical Co.; 
'DOnald Geddes, Or IMSCO and National can Corporation; Murchison & 
Davis, by DOnal Murchison, Attorney at Law, for himself; Steve 
Islander, for McCormick & Co., Inc.; Charles KagaS; Attomeyat law, 
for the Office of the Attorney General; J. Leinwe r, for Diamond 
Shamrock Co.; Ernest J. Leach, for Economics Laboratory Inc.; 
Kenneth C. O'Brien, for Container Corp. of America; Arden Riess, 
for West Coast Freight Tariff Bureau; Joseph F. Ross, tor Bird & Son, 
Inc. of Mass.; Frank Spellman, for himself; John W. Telfer, for 
Telfer Tank Lines, Inc.; DOn~aksdale, for Chevron U.S.A.; John F. 
'§oung and Gerald P. Flannery, Attorneys at Law, for the United 
tates; R. M. laller, for Continental Can Co.; Phili~ K. Davies and 

Joseph H. Alvarez, for State of california, Department of General 
Services; John D. Goebel, for Macy's of California; Jerrv K. Molton, 
for Military TratfJ.c Management Command; E. F. Westoerg~ lor WESco 
Associates; Tony HeY[0od and Steven B. Thomas, for we.st Transportation 
Inc.· John T. Reed, or Steamship ~rators Intermodal Committee 
(PRC) and w~th James F. Hauser, for Pacific Coast Tariff Bureau; 
Helen J. Dalbv~ for Delmar Fernandez, ~Budtt Morrison and Flowers 
Trucking;: thomas E. Carlton, for Morton Salt Co.; Donald W. Dowlearn, 
for State of cal~forn~a, Department of Transportat~on; Barbara 
Chavez and Keith D. Hall, for Certified Grocers of California~ ltd.; 
James G. Meador, for Ford Motor Co./TMCC; Robert Hilts, for Traffic 
Mgrs. Conf. Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.;: Joserfi C. Bingham, for 
National Gypsum Co. and Traffic Mgrs. Conf. 0 calif.; Henrv G. 
Supka, for American Cyanamid Co.; G. F. Marchantonio, for ~uthmiller 
Trucking, Inc.; John H. Vail, for Hollywood Accessories: Howard R. 
~uest, for Sealright Co., Inc.; Richard E. Snitzer, for 

ippondenso of Los Angeles, Inc.; LOughran 6; Hegarty, by Frank 
Loughran, Attorney at Law, for Jet Delivery~ Inc •• 1-2-3 Bessenger 
service,. Me Messenger Service, Wine Institute,. and De Anza Trucking 
Company; Louis W. Burford, for Western Traffic Conference;: Marion 
Irene Quesenberv, Attorney at Law, for Western Growers AsSoc4at~on; 
James A. Nevil, for Nevil Storage Co.; William F. Krause, for Crown 
zellerbach Corporation; C. E. Jacobson, for Associated Traffic 
Services; William M. larimore, for rristribution Publications. Inc.; 
Robert S. Kirksev, for Post Transportation Co.; Tuttle & Taylor Inc., 
by Lisa Mayes ana Ronald C. Peterson, Attorney at Law, for 
Agricultural Council of California, California Cattlemen's 
Association, Blue Anchor, Inc., Bud Antle, Inc., Sunkist Growers, 
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Inc •• and Dried Fruit Association of California; Robert F. Schafer,. 
for Duracell Products Company; Alan s. Costa~ for ASsembly Office 
of Research; and Robert B. Young~ for Sterling Transit Co., Inc. 

Commission Staff: Edward W. OtNeill, Attorney at Law, George Morrison, 
and Robert E. Walker .. 
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WITNESSES 

HOWARD ABELING (Sehureman; Brake Delivery Serviee-Meir Transfer Serviee) 
Test~1iea that he would not be able to reduce costs if lower rates 
are required by eompetition; would diseontinue unprofitable traffic 
under staff program: would reduce service if necessary; large 
shippers would be the beneficiaries of the staff program. 

CARL DONAlD ALBIN (eTA; Rainbow Trueking) Rebuttal witness for eTA; 
staff proposal would unfairly protect large shippers and penalize 
small carriers; nonunion carriers would have a eompetitive advantage. 

CLEMSON ALEXANDER (eTA; G. I. Trueking Co .. ) Rebuttal witness for etA; 
woula have to inerease personnel if staff plan is adopted thereby 
increasing costs to eonsumers; there are opportunities for 
innovative ratemaking systems; letSB 860 settle out before 
reregulating .. 

LLOYD ALLSN (eTA; Federal Produce Transp. ) Rebuttal witness for eTA; 
opposed the staff plan; it would be disastrous for permit carriers 
to make their own rates; rate cutting would put many carriers out 
of business. particularly unionized carriers. 

BILL AL~IDA (CTA; Mammoth Freightlines) Rebuttal witness for eTA; 
oP?osed any reregulation pending settling down process after 
implementation of SB 860; self-policing of rates by the industry 
would be ineffective. 

ARTHUR ALTNOW (Handler; Lodi Truck Service) Rebuttal witness for Handler; 
memoer 01 the Last Effort Group (LEG Committee) which was formed 
to determine appropriate reregulation proposals; Commission may not 
fully understand the ?roblems of the industry; disagreed with 
witness Moore, the English system failed and had to be taken over 
by the government; minimum rates should continue. 

JOEL ANDERSON (erA; erA Staff) Rebuttal witness for erA; offered 
eXhibits and testimony to show that mere rate comparisons between 
different jurisdictions (intra vs. inter) can lead to misconceptions 
and erroneous conclusions; rate comparisions do not provide the 
ultimate answer to judgments on the merits of different ratemaking 
systems .. 

WILLIA."'! APPLEGATE (CTA~ Applegate Drayage) Rebuttal witness for eTA; 
opposed CMA and staff proposals; proposals would increase cost of 
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doing business; filing tariffs would cost more than present tariff 
bureau services; knowing what competitors are doing would be more 
difficult; permitted carriers should be able to use tariff bureaus 
if they file rates. 

CLARENCE BAILLIE (OMA; C & H Sugar Co.) Supported CMA proposal: presented 
CMA summary policy statement; minimum rate system is too complex; 
minimum rates are too high or otherwise unreasonable; cost studies 
are not timely; minimum rates do not reflect productivity improve-
ments; presented complete implementation plan. .. 

MARY BLEMING (Schureman; West Coast Yarehouse Corp.) Would cut back 
operation and not buy new equipment if rate regulation were 
discontinued; cut backs would hurt minority employees; teamsters 
would set the rates if the Commission did not. . 

WILLIAM BLOFM (erA; Cargo Carriers. Inc .. ) Rebuttal witness for eTA; 
adoption of staff plan would be detrimental to people of California: 
present deviations are an example of what would happen under no 
minimum rates; they allow a competitive advantage to certain 
carriers; rates will drop but so will safety. 

LARRYBO~1D (CTA; Statewide Transport Service t Inc.) Rebuttal witness 
for etA; opposed reregulation; satisfied with the present system 

. except that cost studies should be more current and thorough. 

FRA.~K CANCILLA (eTA; Frank Cancilla Trucking) Rebuttal witness for eTA; 
opposed tKe staff plan and any other deregulation suggestions; knew 
of no areas where costs could be cut to become more competitive; 
would have to spend additional money to develop costs and rates 
required by the staff proposal. 

GEORGE CARR (Schureman; West Coast Yarehouse Corp.) Opposed any system 
adopted by the Commission which might imperil his security and 
future with Yest Coast Warehouse Corporation; this could happen if 
rates are driven so low that union wage levels could not continue 
and if they did, companies might have to go out of business. 

RON CHILD (erA; 8 Ball Line Trucking) Rebuttal witness for C!A; opposed 
staff proposal because it would make it difficult to compete with 
carriers with low overheads and substandard wa$es and benefits; 
could not successfully negotiate rates with shippers. 

AlLEN COLE (Schureman; Max Binswanger Trucking) Costs could not be cut 
by expecting the unions to renegotiate their contracts to lower 
wage levels as suggested by witness Moore; cannot reduce rates unless 
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wages are reduced; most carriers do not know what their costs are so 
could not develop tariffs as proposed by the staff. 

HAROLD CULVER (CIA; H & R Transportation) Rebuttal witness for CTA; 
opposed reregulation. 

HOWARD CULY (etA; Bayview trucking) Rebuttal witness for eTA; opposed 
rereguration; any employee layoffs resulting from reregulation would 
affect ~nority employees first because of seniority; predatory 
pricing would occur; services would have to be curtailed; small 
communities would suffer. 

GARY CUNNINGHA.l1 (!MC; San Diego Paper Box Co.) Supported CMA proposal; 
compared proprietary trucking costs with for-hire; would reduce 
proprietary operation if rate negotiations were allowed. 

HELEN DALBY (Self; Various small trucking companies) Opposed reregulation: 
did not believe small carriers would be able to publish their o~~ 
tariffs; MRTs are convenient for carriers; subhaulers should be 
protected by the Commission; small carriers do not know what their 
costs are for selected transportation. 

WILLIAM DALY ('!Me; John Hancock Furniture Mfg. Co.) Supported CMA 
proposal and !Me refinements; favored agency tariffs from shipper/ 
carrier negotiated rates; reregulation would reduce proprietary 
operations and increase for-hire. 

R. A. Dk\~ (tHe; Norris Industries) Supported CMA and staff proposals 
with exceptions; objected to plan to have permit carriers fil~ 
tariffs because of the number of carriers; su~ested progra~ be 
expanded to LTL rates; Commission should cont~nue to publish tariffs 
but rates should be negotiated between carriers and shippers; 
procedures should be streamlined. 

EDDIE D~~IElS (CMA; Kaiser Aluminum) Supported CMA proposal; testified 
to the reasons for operating proprietary vs. for-hire; compared 
intra and interstate rate levels; criticized PUC deviation procedures 
as cumbersome. 

ALFRED DAVIAU (Conferences; Bristol-Meyers Co.) One of two witnesses in 
support of Conferences' petition to extend CMA and staff proposals 
to LTl general freight; compared California MRt rates with interstate 
and other intrastate rates; rate deviations are burdensome and not 
entirely equitable; rail alternative ratemaking is not a good system; 
rates in California are generally higher than other jurisdictions; 
criticized some aspects of staff plan. 
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JOHN DAYIJ< (CTA; Amaral Trucking) Rebuttal ~'itness for CTA; opposed 
staff proposal; it would cost more to administer because additional 
personnel ~'ill be needed to calculate costs and prepare tariffs: 
opposed contract carrier filed rates. 

ROY DOTY (etA: Bigge Drayage) Rebuttal witness for eTA; opposed staff 
p1an because it would be impractical to structure a tariff for the 
specialized nature of Bigge Drayage's transportation. 

THOMAS D~~ (erA; Delta California Industries) Rebuttal witness for 
CIA; opposed staff program; ~thout the restraints of minimum rates 
chaos could result with SB S60 generating thousands of new commor. 
carriers; wait for SB 860 to be implemented before instituting any 
reregulation program. 

GERAlD ~~ERY (Military Traffic Management Command, Oakland ArQy 
Base) Supported the request of witness Lloyd Hoffman. 

G. B. Flr-.1< (CMA.; Dow Chemical) Support witness for CMA. proposal; 
cri~~cized Seetion 3666 deviation procedures as too cumbersome: 
compared intrastate rates with interstate. 

HE~1tY FIKSE (Schureman; Fikse Bros •• Inc.) Rebuttal witness; costs are 
not sub3ect to reductions even in the ease of labor because of union 
contracts: could not reduce rates to meet competition; long-time 

. employees would suffer if he had to go out of business: likes and 
wants to retain present system. 

HAROLD FURST (Brundage; Teamsters) Policy witness for Teamsters in 
rebuttal to staff and ~~ proposals; Teamsters' policy is opposition 
to any form of reregulation; however, if POC reregulates, it should 
take positive action on rate filings. require that prevailing wages 
be used in cost justifieations, other costs should be reasonable 
for transportation involved, and use of subhaulers should be 
bonded and limited. 

CHARLES GILBERT (erA; erA Staff) Rebuttal witness for erA; sponsored 
eXhibits disputing comparisons of inter/intra rates by CMA . 
witnesses; illustrated the difficulty in attempting to compare class 
and commodity rates and deviations in effect for selected shippers 
and carriers: claimed revenue per mile figures ,can be misleading 
unless comparable mileage tables are used; listed deviations in 
effect for shippers testifying in this proceeding. 

BASIL GORDON (Schureman; Valley Spreader Co.) Rebuttal witness; opposed 
staff plan; about 50 percent of his traffie is exempt for minittl'Utll 
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rates; could not compete for exempt traffic if he had to pay union 
wages; could not keep track of competition without minimum rates; 
eould not keep up tariffs. 

DORIS GROSKOPF (Handler; Groskopf-Weider Trucking Co.) Rebuttal witness; 
opposed staff plan; could not. determine costs required to develoj.> 
rates; eould not compete if they had to pay union scale; would lose 
business if rates were based on other t.han alternative rail rates; 
prefers the present system. 

CARL F. GROVER (CMA.; U. S. Gypsum) Policy witness for CMA proposal to 
eliminate minimum rates on truckload general freight; defined 
truckload; compared California intrastate rates and ratemaking ~~t.h 
Interstate Commerce Commission rates and procedures. 

~'1( HAWKEY (Handler; Hawkey Transportation) Rebuttal witness; opp<>sed 
staff plan because there is no reason to scrap a good' system because 
it may have a few correctable faults: the proposed system would be 
difficult to administer for shippers and carriers • 

JOHN HEt~"N (CTA; CTA Staff) Rebuttal ~'"itness for CTA;' compared 
interstate tariffs with California MRTs; compared California and 
Washington state tariffs; presented a history of sugar rates in 
California; criticized sugar rate comparisons made by CMA witnesses 
as misleading. 

MAURICE J. HEYERICK (!Me; Purex Corp.) Supported CMA and negotiated 
rates subJect to regulatory restraints: present California system is 
unresponsive to public needs; compared intrastate and interstate 
rates; present system is cumbersome. complex, and costly; staff cost~ 
rate~ and traffic flow studies are not timely or kept up to date; 
MRT rates are distort.ed because of offset ratemaking. 

ROBERT HILDRETH (eTA; Acme Transportation) Rebuttal witness for eTA; 
opposed reregulation proposed by CMA and staff; could not file a 
meaningful tariff for the exempt transportation now performed; urged 
presently exempt transportation remain exempt under any plan adopted. 

llOYD HOFFMA..~ (Calif. Dept. of General Services) Requested that any 
Commission order coming out of the proceedings exempt transrrtation 
performed for the United States, state~ county, or municipa 
governments or districts from rate regulation. 

CALHOUN E. JACOBSON (TMe; !MC Management) Policy witness for !Me;. favored 
shipper/carrier negotiated rates: recommended agency-type tariffs 
for multiple carriers; deviations should be open t:o all carriers: 
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class rates should be updated; suspension and investigation 
procedures should be improved; continuous traffic studies should be 
undertaken. 

MACK VIlL~ON JACOBSON (eTA; Econo-Line Express, Inc.) Rebuttal witness 
for etA; opposed MRT cancellations because it would increase company 
~xpense to have to publish tariffs; charges above minimum rates now 
and has run into occasional rate cutting by competitors that could 
get worse if there were no minimum rates. 

DAROL JA~SON (Handler: Roy Jameson & Son) Rebuttal witness; op~sed 
staff plan; small, unrestricted truckers under reregulation would 
put him out of business: could not compete as a union carrier: could 
not monitor filings of competition;. prefers present system. 

BERT JESSUP (eTA; Bert E ... Jessup Transportation) Rebuttal witness for 
CTA; opposed to staff plan. 

D~~ ~~ (Schureman; Keeney Truck Lines/Flour Transport) Rebuttal 
witness; opposed staff plan; does not want to go back to 19305; 
present deviation system provides adequate competitive conditions; 
cannot lower costs any further; might have to cut back operation 
which would adversely affect an excellent long-term staff. 

ANTHONY KONICKI (CIA; Pacific Motor Trucking) Rebuttal ~~tness for CIA; 
opposed the staff plan; full service companies (i.e., those that 
hold out service to all without discrimination and are ready and 
willing to provide rates and advice) will be hurt by competitors 
skimming the profitable traffic. 

EARL J. KOSKI (PUC Staff) Support witness for staff proposal; presented 
guidelines for developing costs in support of reasonableness of rate 
proposals. 

WILLIAM I<'tThI"DE (Handler; Assoc.iated Transportation) Rebuttal witness; 
opposed staff plan; plan could make it difficult to engage subhaulers 
which are necessary to take care of seasonal fluctuations; rate 
reduction proposals should be reviewed; could not keep abreast of 
competition; publishing tariffs would be expensive; increased 
paperwork would be costly. 

CHARLES LA';..-rr.OR (CTA; Di Salvo Truc.king) Rebuttal witness fpr erA; 
opposed staff proposal; wants to retain minimum rates for industry 
stability; staff approach had not been logically thought out; 
California is the best system in the U.S. and should not be destroyed; 
cutthroat competition will take over; try to improve the present 
system.. not throw it away. 
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JOHN S. LEMKE (PUC Staff) Support witness for staff plan; presented a 
study on exempt transportation under Commission regulatory 
procedures designed to determine if such exempt transportation 
should continue after any reregulation which might be adopted. 

CHUCK MACK (Brundage; Ieamsters) Rebuttal ~'itness for Ieamsters; effect 
of adoption of staff proposal on Teamsters' employees would be 
Catastrophic and disruptive; cutthroat competition would destroy 
many carriers; owner-operators would syphon off traffic: safety 
would suffer. 

KARL L. MAlLARD (CMA; C & H Sugar Co.) Supported CMA proposal; compared 
shipments ot C & H that moved under various types of ratings with 
ratings under Commission minimum rate tariffs. 

o. F. MARCANTONIO (CIA; Guthmiller Trucking) Rebuttal witness for etA; 
opposed CMA and staff proposals; prefers minimum rates to continue 
until SB 860 is fully implemented • 

ARTHUR MARUNA (CTA; erA Staff) Rebuttal ~'itness for CTA on rate 
compar~sons made by CMA witnesses; maintained that there are things 
to be considered other than bare rates; and that simple comparisons 
can be dangerously inaccurate; ICC method is not as simple as made 
to a?pear compared to California system • 

. 
ROGER MARXEN (POC Staff) Support witness for staff plan; presented a 

report on subhauling under Commission regulatory procedures. 

JOE MATSON (PUC Staff) Support witness for staff plan; presented proposed 
general order containing rules and regulations governing the filing 
of tariffs and schedules by highway permit carriers. 

WILLIAM MAYER (Self; Canners League of Calif.) Testified that if the 
Commission reregulates. all present exemptions should continue; if 
the Commission requires written contracts. they should not be open 
to public inspection. 

HOWARD McKENZIE (Handler; Harry McKenzie Irucking) Rebuttal witness; 
opposed staff plan; prefers present system; although there may be 
some inequities, they can be corrected. 

JAMES MEADOR ('!MC; Ford Motor Co.) Supported proposal of c;MA and position 
of tHe. 

GEOFFREY MELOCHE (PUC Staff) Support witness for staff plan; presented 
proposed rules for filing tariffs by permit carriers and revisions 
to rules for suspension and investigation of tariffs. 
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RAY MITCHEll (Handler; System 99) Rebuttal witness; has been shifting 
to interstate operation because of unstable regulatory climate ·in 
California; would have to reduce service to small communities under 
reregulation; present minimum rates are fair. 

ROBERT MOCKENHAUPT (Schureman; Victorville-Barstow Truck Lines) 
Rebuttal witness: opposed staff plan: small communities would be 
hurt: costs cannot be reduced any further; could not keep up with 
tariff filings .. 

GARY MOONEY (Handler; LogistiCS Express) Rebuttal witness; cited problems 
with determining the type of authority required under SB 860. 

THOMAS GALE MOORE (Kagay; Attorney General of California) Based on the 
experloence lon England, Canada,. Australia,. and Europe,.. particularly 
Belgium, Sweden. and the Netherlands, recommended gradual, but 
eventually total, dere~lation of transportation; minimum rate 
regulation in CalifornJ.a is unnecessary and produces excessive rate levels • 

NORMAN NIELSEN (CIA; Nielsen Freight Lines) Rebuttal witness for CIA; 
opposed staff plan: elimination of minimum rates would jeopardize 
financial stability of present carriers; rural areas would suffer 
fro~ reductions in service and increases in rates; rate wars coulci 
also result between some of the larger carriers. 

M&\UEL NIEVEZ (Schureman; Quickway Trucking Co., Inc.) Rebuttal ~~tness; 
opposed staff plan; cannot reduce cost of operation: em?loyees would 
suffer if layoffs were required due to low rates under staff plan 
that would encourage nonunion operations. 

G~ NOLA~ (etA; Colma Drayage, Inc.) Rebuttal witness for CIA; opposed 
to elimination of minimum rate program; believes carriers do not 
know their costs, particularly small and medium-sized carriers; they 
will price themselves out of business to get traffic. 

JAMES OATES (CIA; Bus Express Service) Rebuttal witness for CIA; does 
not believe in government controls, but if they are in effect, they 
should be only gradually lifted. therefore cannot support staff 
proposal unless the change is planned for gradual implementation. 

CHARLES OWEN (Schureman; City Frei$ht Lines) Rebuttal witness; opposed 
staff plan; in particular, crit~eized lack of staff review of cost 
filings for rate justification; rates should have some stability; 
they should not be changed too frequently; will move to other 
endeavors if reregulated • 
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LEON PEIKIN (TMC; RCA Co~.) Clarified TMe's position on certain aspects 
of staff plan; negotiated rates would become minimum rates available 
to any carriers wishing to use them; RCA supported CM.A' s proposal to 
allow negotiated rates: CY~ proposal is reregulation, not 
deregulation. 

D~~ P~"INI (Handler; Pellco Trucking, Inc.) Rebuttal witness; 
deviations take care of the need for rates different from minimum 
rates; also, rates can be adjusted under the MR! program if conditions 
warrant; staff plan would provide an open license to cut rates; 
would have to hire tariff publisher; if POC reregulates, it should 
delay it pending implementation of SB 860. 

DAV!D PETERS (erA; Peters Truck Lines) Rebuttal witness for CIA; opposed 
to CMA and staff programs; they would generate many new com~nies 
that would seek business regardless of profit and put established 
carriers in financial trouble; small communities would suffer reduced 
service .. 

LO'f..UL PETERS (etA; Ted Peters Trucki':lg Co., Inc.) Rebuttal witness for 
CIA; opposed staff plan; paperwork is bad now but would be 
intolerable under the staff program; has changed operation toward 
interstate because of possiblity of reregulation in California; 
opposed MRT cancellations; there are too ~~ny carriers in California 
for staff plan to work. 

VINC~~ PUNARO (Handler; A & B Transportation Service) Rebuttal witness; 
opposed staff plan; there is more than enough competition now for 
the specialized service area A & B operates in; unla'-''"ful activity 
exists now and could be worse under reregulation: minimum rates should 
be continued; could not review filings of other carriers. 

BItL RACKLEY (Handler; Bill Rackley Trucking, Inc.) Rebuttal witness: 
opposeato the staff proposal; present system is not perfect but 
it should be retained and improvements made: there will be 
unnecessary added costs to carriers for publishing rates; staff is 
not adequate to review rate filings or file tariffs. 

RICHARD RAMEY (eTA; Blackburn Trucklines, Inc.) Rebuttal witness for 
eTA; questioned the practicality of ~he staff proposal particularly 
regardin~ all carriers filing tariffs; PUC will not have the staff 
to admin~ster the proposed program; PUC's relaxation of requirements 
for deviations illustrates the predatory practices that' would occur 
without minimum rates • 
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TIM RAVEY (Handler; Associated Freight Lines) Rebuttal witness; wants 
minimum rate system to continue pending industry shakeout which will 
come from SB 860; service to rural areas will suffer without minimum 
rates; there is too much competition in California t~ have an 
ICC-type system; minimum rates is a good system but it does need 
adjustment. 

JOHN REED (Handler; Pacific Coast Tariff Bureau) Rebuttal ~~tness; 
testified about the effect of the staff proposal on tariff bureaus; 
there should be a five-year transition period for reregulation: 
if the Commission adopts an ICC-type system~ it should adopt all 
facets. not just some: Section 3663 should be abolished if mini~~ 
rates are canceled. 

WILLI~~ ROZAY (eTA; Rozay'S Transfer) Rebuttal witness for eTA: being 
pr4mar1ly a unionized ttL carrier Mr. Rozay believes that in a 
short time he would be out of business under the staff plan; because 
he would lose his profitable truckload movements to competitors: 
minorities would be hurt in a layoff • 

ELlO SARTORI (eTA; Salinas Valley-Santa Cruz Motor Express) Rebuttal 
W1tness for CIA; opposed staff plan: his company would have a 
difficult time developing costs and rates for a tariff; it would be 
hard to continue the company's present service; staff program may 

. help the bigger shipper but will not help the small shipper. 

JAMES SMERBER (erA; Smerber Transportation) Rebuttal witness for eTA; 
opposed staff program; would lose some profitable truckload traffic 
under staff plan because competitors would go after profitable hauls: 
publishin~ tariffs would be time consuming and costly: implement 
SB 860 betore reregulating. 

CARROLL SMITH (PUC Staff) Support witness for staff plan; presented a 
proposed general order covering rules for filing tariffs by carriers 
holding more than one operating authority. 

GEORGE SMITH (erA; Smith Transportation) Rebuttal witness for CIA; 
believed the CMA and staff proposals would be a disaster for the 
trucking industry. 

PHILIP SMITH (CTA; CTA Staff) Rebuttal witness for CTA; sponsored exhibit 
to show that transportation is a very small component ot shelf 
prices for consumer goods: for-hire truck transportation is just 
over one percent of the gross California product; illustrated the 
reduction in labor cost necessary to produce a given reduction in 
rates. 
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RALPH srA~~ON (TMC; County of L.A.) Questioned the practicality of the 
staff plan to have permit carriers file tariffs; space and time 
re(Juired to keep tariffs up to date would be prohibitive; Commission 
should aecept agency and bureau tariff filings to cut down on volume 
of paper; gave evidence on the volume of tariffs required to do 
business in California. 

WILLIk~ TAlT (PUC Staff) Support witness for staff plan; presented a 
report on the factors to be considered in determining the reasonable
ness of rates; testified to the methOds the staff would use in 
reviewing tariff filings of carriers. 

PAUL TRAHAN (PUC Staff) Staff's primary policy and program witness; 
made staff proposal that minimum rates be discontinued and permit 
carriers be required to file tariffs: exempt commodity transportation 
would continue as at present: subhaulers would not be required to 
file tariffs; Commission would continue to publish aneillary 
documents sueh as the distanee table • 

RICHARD VELTON (Conferences: Johnson & Johnson) One of two witnesses in 
support of Conferences' petition to extend CMA and staff proposals 
to LTL general freight: eompared California MRT rates ~~th interstate 
and other intrastate rates: rate deviations are burdensome and not 
entirely equitable; rail alternative ratemaking is not a good system: 
rates in california are generally higher than other jurisdietions; 
criticized some aspects of staff plan. 

MILTON WALKER (CMA; Fiberboard Corp.) Supported CMA. proposal; basic 
cost data for general freight minimum rates was 17 years out of 
date as of January 1977; spread between eosts and rates is not 
?roper; MRT rules and definitions are not always appropriate but are 
diffieult to amend; started proprietary opera~ion to reduce 
transportation costs; carrier innovation is stifled under minimum rates. 

WILLIAM WATKINS (!MC; Bethlehem Steel) Supported CMA proposal; wanted 
truckload rate secedules based on commodities: rates are too high 
under a class rate structure causing shippers to use proprietary 
trucks; Commission should eontinue to publish some kind of general 
tariff .. 

HAROLD 'WEIST (TMe; K-Bar Products) Supported CMA petition; gave 
examples of lower transportation eosts in areas outside. California; 
studyin$ possibility of instituting proprietary truck operation to 
cut Cal~fornia transportation costs, but would prefer to negotiate 
reasonable rates with for-hire carriers • 
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ROGER WlLLIAMS (Self; Michelin Tire Corp.) Suggested that Commission 
sponsor legislation to make state regulation similar to interstate. 

JOHN J. ~~TE (CMA; Owens-Illinois, Inc.) Supported CMA proposal; 
california minimum rates are not responsive to shipper needs; MRIs 
are based on average costs and are too high: shipper/carrier 
negotiated rates found reasonable by a regulatory body would better 
reflect true conditions; compared California intra rates with 
Washington and Oregon intra and interstate; PUC deviations take too 
long and are not flexible. 

NO!E: First name in parentheses is party calling 
witness, second name is for whom witness 
appeared. 


